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i am a simple and humble man. i am also an admirer of urdu, the language which my mother spoke with me. i have always been fascinated with urdu poetry. i have had urdu classes. i have read lots of urdu literature. i have been writing on urdu for the past several years. i have read and written extensively on
urdu. urdu has always been a language which has been loved by not only people of the country but even outside. this is primarily due to the rich culture and heritage which this ancient language has produced. the urdu literature is known to have enriched the world with the glorious examples of the "rukhsati"
or love poetry. this love is one of the oldest age-old tradition in the world and urdu has produced some of the best examples of it. urdu literature also is known for its great contribution to the arts in general and to the music. the urdu literature has been instrumental in creating the best example of the arts and
culture. i have been writing poems for quite some time now and i have been writing about urdu for the past few years now. i have always been fascinated by urdu and its rich culture and i have always felt that urdu should be promoted and its rich culture should be shared with others. i have been very much

involved in various activities to promote urdu and i have been writing for many years now. i have been writing for the past few years on urdu and i have been writing on urdu for the past few years now. i am a simple and humble man. i am also an admirer of urdu, the language which my mother spoke with me.
i have always been fascinated with urdu, the language which my mother spoke with me. i have had urdu classes. i have read lots of urdu literature. i have been writing on urdu for the past several years. i have read and written extensively on urdu.
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on the other hand, the number of hindi medium schools and colleges in bihar increased manifold after the consolidation of the lalooji’s social combination. since
then the state has turned hindi and urdu into two different languages. in addition, the social combination of mr lalooji also took over the education sector of the

state and the state government actually became a part of the my combination. in this context, the state government started giving preference to hindi and
english medium schools and colleges. under this circumstance, the state of bihar started losing its status of being a urdu speaking state. it was sad to see that
urdu writers like mirza moinuddin ahmed, ghalib, khwaja niaz ali, sahir ludhianvi and amirali agha have become a part of the history. ritik verma, who has been
the editor of bihar ka khabar and bihar ka raaj has been an eloquent spokesman of the urdu language and literature. now he is not only the editor of khabar ka

mashobra but also one of the editors of khabar ka aalmi. we do not see any university in the state of bihar. we do not see any urdu magazine in bihar. in fact, urdu
language is not a part of the curriculum of the schools of the state. since mr nitish kumar became the chief minister of bihar, a new era has begun in the state of
bihar. the lalooji has become the focus of all anti-hindutva activities of the state. he openly declared that if the bjp has been elected to power in the centre, he

would ensure that the centre does not do anything to harm the unity and integrity of the country. on the other hand, he made a very interesting announcement
that he would not allow his state government to do anything that might hurt the religious sentiments of the muslims in the state. all this has become a very

positive factor for the minorities of the state of bihar. but unfortunately, the leader of the minority community, mr laloo prasad yadav has not shown the same
interest in the development of the religious sentiment of the muslims in the state. but the state of bihar has made a huge step forward in the development of the

minority community. not only the development of the urdu language, but also the promotion of the urdu culture and literature has also become possible.
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